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CREEP ANALYSIS OF FUEL PLATES FOR 
THE ADVANCED NEUTRON SOURCE 

W. F. Swinson 
G. T. Yahr 

ABSTRACT 

The reactor for the planned Advanced Neutron Source will use closely spaced arrays of fuel 
plates. The plates are thin and will have a core containing enriched uranium silicide fuel clad in 
aluminum. The heat load caused by the nuclear reactions within the fuel plates will be removed by 
flowing high-velocity heavy water through narrow channels between the plates. However, the 
plates will still be at elevated temperatures while in service, and the potential for excessive plate 
deformation because' of creep must be considered. An analysis to include creep for deformation 
and stresses because of temperature over a given time span has been performed and is reported 
herein. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear reactions within the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) fuel plates increase the plate 
temperatures. Estimates for these temperatures (supplied by the thermal-hydraulics group) include 
an average upper element plate temperature of 191°C (376°F) and an average lower element plate 
temperature of 140°C (284°F). In addition, the maximum temperature anticipated for the upper 
plates is 290°C (554°F), and the maximum temperature anticipated for the lower plates is 206°C 
(403°F). Because of these temperatures, maintained over an expected plate life of 408 h, some 
assessment of the plate creep is needed in evaluating the structural integrity of the plates. Creep 
produces two different effects in a structure. If the structure is loaded by a constant displacement 
of the boundaries, the stresses relax with time. If the structure is loaded by an applied force and 
the force is held constant, deformation of the structure increases with time. An example of the first 
case is seen in the thermal deformation caused by the plates being at higher temperatures than the 
support cylinders: in this case, the plates reach a certain maximum stress state and then relax with 
time. An example of the second case is the pressure differential between adjacent channels 
exerting a relatively constant load on a plate: in this case, the deformation increases with time. 
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2. CREEP MODEL 

In developing a model to predict the effects of creep, the plate is treated as an involute beam 
with the pressure load established empirically1 from the fuel plate flow experiments as 

v0.177 
^ = 0.040 \Z± ^ = 0.040 ( ^ J , (!) 

where 
Ap = average pressure difference across a plate, 

p = coolant density, 
V = coolant flow velocity (25 m/s), 
h = channel thickness, 
v = coolant kinematic viscosity. 

In the elastic analysis of the fuel plates, modeling the plate as a beam correlated with 
experimental measurements; therefore, a beam model is used for this creep analysis. Isochronous 
stress-strain data for aluminum 6061-0, Figs. 1-3,2 are used to relate stress to strain at a given time 
and temperature. The data are approximated with a hyperbolic sine function 

a = a0 arc sinh 
' e ^ 
v eoy 

(2) 

where 

a0 and e 0 are constants, 
o = normal stress, 
£ = normal strain. 

The approach is to establish the constants of Eq. (2) from experimental data corresponding to 
a given time and temperature. With this stress-strain relation, solutions for the stress, strain, and 
deformation are sought in a structure. To assess the amount of creep, find the calibration constants 
of Eq. (2) from data at the same temperature but with a different time, "and again seek solutions for 
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Fig. 1. Isochronous stress-strain curves 6061-0 aluminum 177°C. 
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Fig. 2. Isochronous stress-strain curves 6061-0 aluminum 204°C. 
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Fig. 3. Isochronous stress-strain curves 6061-0 aluminum 260°C. 
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the stress, strain, and deformation in the structure. The difference in the deformation solutions 
represents the creep in the structure. 

In determining the calibration constants of Eq. (2), if data are selected near the expected 
maximum stress level for the calculations, the results will be more representative of the 
deformation that can be anticipated in the prototype. Some experience in determining the 
calibration constants is helpful. For example, within a given range, the experimental data can 
appear to be matched rather well, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The difficulty with the match of Fig. 4 is 
the initial slope, which is twice the room temperature modulus for aluminum and, therefore, 
unrealistic. Smith and Sidebottom3 recommended finding the constants by taking the initial slope 
of the experimental curves shown in Figs. 1-3 and selecting a stress level through which the fitted 
curve passes. The stress level, ad, is picked to represent the maximum stress level expected in a 
given calculation. The results of evaluating constants in this way are illustrated in Fig. 5. The 
curve fit does not appear as close as the fit in Fig. 4, but experience shows that resulting 
calculations are more representative of the creep involved. Table 1 gives constants that are 
calculated using the initial slope of the stress-strain curve and a particular stress level, cd. Because 
many solutions are based on equilibrium (stress), it appears that when the fitted curve is below the 
actual curve, larger strains will be calculated, and for a fitted curve above the actual curve, smaller 
strains will be calculated. From this perspective, when larger strains are calculated, there will be 
some safety margin in the results. 
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Fig. 4. Isochronous data approximation 16061-0 aluminum 260°C and 450 hours. 



APPROXIMATION II FITS THE DATA TO THE 
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Table 1. Calculated constants 

Time Temp. Temp. G0 
Go £o Gd <sd 

(h) (°C) (°F) (MPa) (psi) (micro-strain) (MPa) (psi) 

100 177 350 29.60 4294 506 42.75 6200 
25.01 3627 427 51.02 7400 
21.78 3072 362 55.16 8000 
15.00 2175 256 65.50 9500 

500 17.03 2470 291 34.47 5000 
16.74 2428 286 41.37 6000 
15.78 2289 270 48.95 7100 
12.82 1860 219 55.16 8000 

100 204 400 28.40 4119 480 36.54 5300 
16.33 2368 276 41.37 6000 
14.12 2048 239 45.50 6600 
12.35 1792 209 48.26 7000 

450 20.10 2916 340 27.58 4000 
12.84 1863 217 34.47 5000 
8.63 1252 146 41.37 6000 

100 260 500 6.77 982 107 20.68 3000 
6.08 882 96 27.58 4000 
6.00 870 95 32.40 4700 

450 4.99 724 79 15.86 2300 
4.67 677 74 20.68 3000 
4.55 660 72 25.51 3700 



3. CREEP SOLUTION SCHEME 

The scheme for obtaining a solution using the load from Eq. (1) and the stress-strain relation 
of Eq. (2) is based on complementary energy techniques or 

dF, 

where 

Y = complementary energy in a structure, 
Sz- = deflection at a point on the structure and in the direction of an applied force, F{, at that 

point, and 

A 0 / = i L , (4) 

where A0 f = rotation at a point on the structure and in the same sense as an applied moment, 
Mi, at that point. 

For deformation from bending, the usual assumption is to have cross-sectional planes remain 
plane during bending (Fig. 6) or 

e = Z , (5) 

where p is the radius of curvature because of deformation and y is the distance from neutral axis 
to the point in question. Equilibrium requires 

M = \cydA, (6) 

11 
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where 

M = moment, 
A = cross-sectional area, 

dA = element of cross-sectional area. 

Expanding Eq. (6) with Eq. (2) and integrating, 

2 ferf 
\ 2 

e*P. 
+ 1 arc sinh 

f c^ 

.Pe< 
- c e 0 p n 

W^oj 
+1 (7) 

where 

b = width of beam model, 
c = half of the height of beam model. 

For later discussion, it is convenient here to note that the curvature is a function of the moment 

or 

^ = / (M) , (8) 

where the function, f(M), is related through Eq. (7) to the curvature, —. 

For a beam in bending by moment, Eqs. (3) and (4) can be expressed as 

f<|>, IBM rte .... dM 
O; = (bfldd) = f(M) (bflfl(b , 

' i 0 f>dF, 3° dF; 
(9) 

and 
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A 0 / = p'LlI^ = f*7(M)—M, (io) 
J o pdMt

 J° dM{ 

where 
a = inner support radius for the involute, 

d§ = element of involute angle, 
<{> = involute angle, 

§i = total involute angle. 

The rationale in going from Eqs. (3) and (4) to Eqs. (9) and (10) is given in Appendix A. 
The complementary energy, resulting from the so-called axial load (N of Fig. 7) that lies in the 

plane of the plate's involute arc and causes uniform compression or tension, was examined with a 
numerical approximation. The results of the numerical calculations indicated that the contribution 
to the complementary energy from the axial load, N, in comparison to the bending load, M, was 
very small and is neglected in the following analysis. 

Referencing the notation of Fig. 7, the equations of an involute are 

a<b = (r2-a2)Y2 

ds — a§d§ ,..,.. 
x = a(s§ — <()c(|)) 
y = a(c§ + (])s(j> - 1 ) , 

where 

r = radius to any point on the involute, 
ds - element of arc length, 
x = involute coordinate, 

s§ = sine <(>, 
c(J) = cosine <j>, 
y = involute coordinate. 
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The values of Vop, M , and Nop can be found using Castigliano's complementary energy 

theorems, Eqs. (9) and (10). The moment and associated derivatives at any section of the involute 
can be expressed from equilibrium as 

( d>2 "i 
M = Mop + Nopa{s§ - <|)c<t>) + Vopa(l - c<j) - tysty) + pa2\l+-— c<j) - (jw<j> 

1 2 ^ (12) dM dM f . dM , . K 

= 1 = fl(50—(bc(p) = a\ 1 -co — 05<p) , 
a w v dNop dvop 

where 

M0p = moment applied to involute from inside boundary, 
N0p = force applied to involute from inside boundary, 
V0p = shear load applied to involute from inside boundary, 

p = pressure load applied to plate. 

Boundary conditions at the inside involute support require 

M o \ m ° dV°P ( 1 3 ) 

By solving Eqs. (13) simultaneously, values for Mop, Vop, and Nop can be found. The 

function, / ( M ) , is not expressible in explicit form and therefore Eqs. (13) are solved numerically. 
The involute is considered to be made up of "n" straight beam segments. For each segment, "i" 
found in the n segments (or elements), the boundary loads Mop, Nop, and Vop are related to the 

deformed radius of curvature, p,-, through Eqs. (7) and (12) as 
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Fig. 7. Involute forces and geometry. 
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Mop + Nopa(s^ - $j($i) + Vopa(l - <% - fyjfo) + pa: 4 > * 
l + -LL--C(j),--<j),-5(l),-

fca0 (EoPi)' £0P 
+ 1 

1 / 
arc sinh 

< c ^ 
\9fio j 

CE0pi 
Z0Pi 

+1 
(14) 

where 0/ = involute angle to segment "f', giving n equations with n + 3 unknowns, 
(MopJNop, Vop, pv p 2 , ..., p„). 

The integrals of Eqs. (13) are approximated as 

r$l 1 dM A 1 <M dM £ 1 o = J ' (J)acfcJ> = ]£—(l)A5f o=\ e <J>ad()> = ̂ —<*(«!>,•-c^-c^As,. 
P ^ i P 

rt, 1 9M 

pdN, op 1 Pi 

0=1 
Jo 

£ 1 
P 3 y op 1 P« 

(15) 

where As; is the element length. Equations (15) yield three more equations and no more 
unknowns; thus, Eqs. (14) and (15) form a complete set for determining the unknowns, 
(Mop, Nop, Vop, pu p 2 , ..., p„). 

The deflection of one end of a straight beam segment relative to the other end can be 
expressed in terms of its deformed radius of curvature (Fig. 8) as 

. ( As; ̂  (Asx Asf_i As; 

A,=p f 1 -cos— L +Ay,sm —-•••+——+— L 

V Pi J I Pi Pi-i Pf 
(16) 

file:///9fio
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Fig. 8. Beam element deformation. 
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where 
A; = deflection of one end of a straight beam segment relative to the other end, 

As; = element length at point "f'. 

Hence, the deflection 8/, at some point"/' relative to its original location, can be approximated 
as 

8 y = A 1 + A 2 + - + A y , (17) 

where 

8j = deflection at point "f\ 
Ai = deflection of one end of beam segment 1 relative to the other, 
A2 = deflection of one end of beam segment 2 relative to the other. 

Table 2 is a tabulation of the resulting maximum deflection because of the pressure load with 
creep included for different times and temperatures. The average temperature for the upper plate is 
projected to be 191°C. At this temperature, the maximum deflection from creep is calculated to be 
6% of the channel width. The average temperature for the lower plate is projected to be 140°C. At 
this temperature, the maximum deflection from creep is calculated to be less than 6% of the 
channel width. It is also noted that, in some instances, the deflection with creep calculates to be 
less than the elastic deflection. This is a reflection of the different analytical models used that have 
different stress distributions at any given cross section. 

There is deflection because of the thermal effect of the plates being hotter than the side 
supports. It is reasoned that all plates undergo the same deflection resulting from the thermal load 
and, therefore, the channel openings remain essentially constant The result of this reasoning has 
the plate deflection from the pressure load (flow load) as being the only deformation that might 
significantly change the flow channel area. 
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Table 2. Maximum involute plate deflection 

The flow velocity is taken as 25 m/s (82.02 fps) with the pressure deferential 
across a plate experimentally determined as 0.1558 MPa (22.6 psi). 

Upper plate Lower plate 
mm in. mm in. 

Room temperature (elastic analysis) 0.05 0.002 0.09 0.003 
100 h at 177°C (350°F) 0.06 0.002 0.07 0.003 
500 h at 177°C (350°F) 0.06 0.002 0.08 0.003 
100hat204°C(400°F) 0.06 0.002 0.08 0.003 
450hat204°C(400°F) 0.07 0.003 0.12 0.005 
100hat260°C(500°F) 0.04 0.002 0.19 0.007 
450hat260°C(500°F) 0.06 0.002 0.37 0.014 



4. STRESS ANALYSIS WITH THE CREEP MODEL 

In the elastic analysis of the plates,1 the stresses were not small and represented more of a 
design limit than did the deformation. With creep analyses, there is some reduction in the resulting 
stresses, and this is beneficial in the reactor design. An analysis of these stresses using a creep 
model is given in the following sections. 

The stresses in the direction of the involute arc (called the transverse direction) reacting to the 
pressure caused by flow are primarily bending stresses. The largest stresses are found where the 
plates intersect the inside support boundary and where the involute angle is zero. Values for the 
boundary loads, Mop and Nop, were calculated, as noted above, through Eqs. (13). The normal 
strain necessary to support the boundary moment, M0 , can be determined with Eqs. (5) and (7). 

The strain needed to support the boundary axial load, N, is 

eM>p= e<>sinh 
NOP" 

CT*2c, 
(18) 

where Znop = strain caused by the boundary load, Nop. 

Superimposing these two strains (i.e., the strains caused by Mop and Nop), the peak boundary 
stresses in the transverse sense can be evaluated from 

G = G0 arcsinh 
r±c t E M , / 

VPEo e o j 
(19) 

Calculated stress levels are given in Table 3. With only the pressure load applied, all of the 
stresses calculated were less than 73% of the ultimate tensile stress. 

In addition to the moment caused by the pressure load on the plates, there is a moment exerted 
by the thermal expansion of the plate being more than the expansion of the side supports. The 
moment because of thermal expansions is minimized by allowing one of the support cylinders to 
be free of a rotational constraint. Also, it should be noted that this moment will diminish with 
increased time at elevated temperatures because of creep. For the purpose of analysis, the plate is 
first allowed to expand in the direction of Nop by 

21 
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Table 3. Transverse plate stresses resulting from pressure [flow velocity = 25 m/s (82 fps); 
plate pressure differential = 0.1558 MPa (22.6 psi)] 

Maximum 
normal strain 

Maximum normal 
stress in plate 

(MPa) (psi) 

Ultimate tensile 
stress (ref. 1) 

(MPa) (psi) 

Room temperature 
(elastic analysis) 
100 h at 177°C (350°F) 
500 h at 177°C (350°F) 
100 h at 204°C (400°F) 
450hat204°C(400°F) 
100 h at 260°C (500°F) 
450hat260°C(500°F) 

Room temperature 
(elastic analysis) 
100 h at 177°C (350°F) 
500 h at 177°C (350°F) 
100hat204°C(400°F) 
450hat204°C(400°F) 
100 h at 260°C (500°F) 
450hat260°C(500°F) 

Lower plate 

0.00106 73.1 10600 135.4 19600 
0.00367 63.8 9250 118.4 17200 
0.00483 56.4 8190 118.4 17200 
0.00560 54.4 7880 106.4 15400 
0.01202 44.1 6390 106.4 15400 
0.02768 38.2 5540 52.1 7550 
0.07128 34.5 5010 52.1 7550 

Upper plate 

0.00065 44.8 6500 135.4 19600 
0.00157 50.4 7310 118.4 17200 
0.00176 42.1 6110 118.4 17200 
0.00176 41.7 6040 106.4 15400 
0.00207 37.9 5500 106.4 15400 
0.00629 29.6 4300 52.1 7550 
0.01175 26.3 3820 52.1 7550 
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aye AT, (20) 

where 
a = coefficient of thermal expansion, 

ye = the y-coordinate projection of the plate, 
AT = the average temperature difference between the plate and side walls. 

Next, the expansion deflection is removed by applying a force Nop, which is expressed in 
complementary energy terms as 

= -aytAT = /•< f(M) ^ - aty® . (21) 
dNop '* J0 dNop 

The plate displacement in the direction that is tangent to the support cylinders (direction of Vop) 
dy 3y can be expressed m terms of rotation, (a) , or displacement, ; thus, 

M0P Wop 

-a &< f(M)^~ aW = $ fM^T **** ' ( 2 2 ) 

oMop dVop 

From equilibrium of the inner support, which is assumed free to rotate, the moment (V o pa) 
balances Mop or 

Vopa = -Mop. (23) 

Eqs. (21-23) can be solved for the boundary loads. A conservative estimate of the total 
boundary load caused by the flow induced pressure and the thermal expansion of the plates is 
found by superimposing these two boundary loads. The estimate is conservative because the 
boundary load caused by the thermal expansion of the plates relaxes some in time because of 
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creep. The stresses from these combined loads are tabulated in Table 4. For this combined 
loading, the calculated stresses were all less than 83% of the reported ultimate tensile stress. An 
elastic analysis of the plates for these loads had calculated stresses above the yield stress property 
as given at room temperature; thus, creep is beneficial in this respect 

The longitudinal stresses (stresses parallel to the flow direction) are evaluated as follows. 
Referencing Fig. 9, equilibrium requires 

Fps + Fo+F{=0, (24) 

where 

Fps = average force in the plates in the longitudinal direction, 

F0 = average force in the outside support cylinder in the longitudinal direction, 
Ft = average force in the inside support cylinder in the longitudinal direction. 

Geometry requires 

5 p 5 = 5 0 = 8 f , (25) 

where 

§ = average longitudinal displacement of the plates, 

8 0 = average longitudinal displacement of the outside support, 
8 ; = average longitudinal displacement of the inside support. 

Treating the side supports as elastic members (because of the relatively low temperatures) and 
using Eq. (24), Eq. (25) can be reduced to 

£„c = ° f A p s x + a(r 0 - T p s ) , (26) 
1+ A A0E0 
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where 

E0 = room temperature modulus of elasticity, 

e p s — the average normal strain in the plates, 

ops = the average normal stress in the plates, 
Aps, A0, A-t = cross-sectional areas of plates, outside support, and inside support, 

respectively, 
T0, T = support temperature and plate temperature. 

Equation (26) can be solved by trial and error using Figs. 1-3. The results are tabulated in 
Table 5. All of the calculated stresses were less than 55% of the ultimate tensile stress property. 
An elastic analysis using room temperature plate properties had calculated stresses well into the 
yield stress range and, again, creep is beneficial. 
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Table 4. Maximum transverse stress from combined pressure and thermal load 
[pressure load = 0.1558 MPa (22.6 psi); boundary temperatures = 52°C (125°F)] 

Maximum normal Maximum normal 
stress from stress from Ultimate tensile 

elastic analysis creep analysis stress (ref. 1) 
MPa psi MPa psi MPa psi 

Lower plate 

100 h at 177°C (350°F) 76.5 11100 70.4 10200 118.4 17200 
500 h at 177°C (350°F) 76.5 11100 60.6 8800 118.4 17200 
100 h at 204°C (400°F) 77.2 11200 57.2 8300 106.4 15400 
450 h at 204°C (400°F) 77.2 11200 44.6 6500 106.4 15400 
100 h at 260°C (500°F) 78.6 11400 40.1 5800 52.1 7550 
450 h at 260°C (500°F) 78.6 11400 36.8 5300 52.1 7550 

Upper plate 

100 h at 177°C (350°F) 82.0 11900 54.4 7900 118.4 17200 
500 h at 177°C (350°F) 82.4 11900 42.4 6200 118.4 17200 
100 h at 204°C (400°F) 84.1 12200 43.1 6200 106.4 15400 
450 h at 204°C (400°F) 84.1 12200 40.6 5900 106.4 15400 
100 h at 260°C (500°F) 88.2 12800 36.3 5300 52.1 7550 
450 h at 260°C (500°F) 88.2 12800 32.7 4700 52.1 7550 
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Fig. 9. Free body of longitudinal thermal forces. 
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Table 5. Maximum longitudinal stress from thermal load 
[boundary temperature = 52°C (125°F)] 

Maximum normal Maximum normal 
stress from stress from Ultimate tensile 

elastic analysis creep analysis stress (ref. 1) 
MPa psi MPa psi MPa psi 

Lower plate 

100 h at 177°C (350°F) 59.7 8660 60.0 8700 118.4 17200 
500 h at 177°C (350°F) 59.7 8660 52.3 7590 118.4 17200 
100 h at 204°C (400°F) 73.0 10590 48.3 7000 106.4 15400 
450 h at 204°C (400°F) 73.0 10590 38.6 5600 106.4 15400 
100 h at 260°C (500°F) 99.5 14440 28.6 4150 52.1 7550 
450 h at 260°C (500°F) 99.5 14440 22.7 3290 52.1 7550 

Upper plate 

100 h at 177°C (350°F) 63.8 9250 62.1 9000 118.4 17200 
500 h at 177°C (350°F) 63.8 9250 53.8 7800 118.4 17200 
100 h at 204°C (400°F) 77.9 11300 48.3 7000 106.4 15400 
450 h at 204°C (400°F) 77.9 11300 38.3 5560 106.4 15400 
100 h at 260°C (500°F) 106.3 15400 28.4 4120 52.1 7550 
450 h at 260°C (500°F) 106.3 15400 22.7 3290 52.1 7550 



5. SUMMARY 

All of our analyses, both elastic and creep, suggest that from a structural viewpoint the plate 
deflection caused by pressure loading and thermal loading is not a limiting parameter. 

Stress analyses gave mixed conclusions. An elastic stress analysis because of the pressure 
load and the thermal load has the resulting stresses in the plane of the involute well into the yield 
zone and is not acceptable from an elastic viewpoint. Contrary to the elastic analysis of the stresses 
in the plane of the involute, a creep analysis has these stresses, which are caused by the pressure 
load and the thermal load, at acceptable levels. An elastic analysis of the longitudinal stresses in 
the plates, which are a result of the thermal load, has stresses much above the material yield stress 
level and therefore is unacceptable. A preliminary elastic finite element analysis of the longitudinal 
stresses shows stress values much above the ultimate tensile stress level. Contrary to the elastic 
analysis, the creep analysis predicts acceptable longitudinal stress levels. 

If a designer were to use an elastic analysis to evaluate the structural suitability of the ANS 
plate design, the conclusion would be that the plate design is inadequate. However, the use of an 
elastic analysis may not be the most reasonable engineering approach. 

At the same time, conclusions based on the numbers generated by the creep analysis have to 
be tempered. Data for materials that exhibit creep are not as consistent or as reliable as data for 
materials that do not exhibit creep. Assumptions used in creep analysis such as "plane sections 
remaining plane," "what functions best describe the stress-strain data," "small deformations," "a 
constant or ever increasing load function," "uniaxial data being extended to biaxial stress fields," 
"use of straight beam segments to represent the involute," "neglect of stress concentrations at 
intersection of plates with boundaries," and others suggest that tolerances associated with the 
results should not be too narrow. In addition, an important factor in this analysis is the assumption 
that an entire plate is at some average temperature. Averaging the temperature tends to smooth out 
stress maxima and minima. It should be emphasized that when a material yields, it also tends to 
smooth out the stress maxima and minima. The question is, to what extent does this smoothing of 
the stresses occur in the real system? 

It is recommended that an experiment be designed and conducted to sort out the conflicting 
analyses and to give direction on what course should be followed. The test would start with 
fabricating an in-house involute plate. The test would be set up with a system to pressurize one 
side of the plate for simulating the pressure load resulting from flow. In addition, one side of the 
plate would be heated with a heat lamp arrangement to simulate the heating of the plate. The 
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boundaries would probably require cooling to simulate the boundary temperatures. The test would 
be run at several temperatures for different lengths of time to assess the structural response of the 
plates and the adequacy of the design. 
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Appendix A: 
CASTIGLIANO'S THEOREMS FOR A BEAM IN BENDING 

One of Castigliano's theorems in terms of complementary energy is 

©« = 
dy 

dMt 

(A.1) 

where 0,- = rotation of couple, 
Y= complementary energy, 

Mt = moment or couple. 

For a cantilever beam, Fig. A.1, with a moment or couple applied to one end (assuming small 
deflection), 

0p = Ay; (A.2) 

therefore, Eq. (A.1) can be expressed as 

dy =—dM , 
P 

(A.3) 

or 

y = Ay 
Jo 

MdM (A.4) 

Extending Eq. (A.4) to a beam that has a variable moment along its length, 

Jo Jc 

MdM 

p J 
ds, (A.5) 

A-3 



A-4 

) 

Mi 

Fig. A.l. Beam element. 



A-5 

where L = length of beam and ds = element of arc length. 

Now with Eq. (A.5), Eq. (A.1) can be expressed as 

0 : = -
dM; 

rMdM 
ds 

rLldM J = ds , 
Jo p dM; 

(A.6) 

which is Eq. (10). 

The other theorem of Castigliano is 

<li 
dy 
dF; 

(A.7) 

where q= deflection in direction of an applied force (F f ) . 

Utilizing Eq. (5), Eq. (A.7) is expressed as 

9i = 
dF; 

rMdM LldM rL rM am . r^ ± am . 
ds\=] ds , 

J0 JO n JO n 3P pa*i 
(A.8) 

which is Eq. (9). 
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